
Microsoft 365
Add-Ons

THE EASIEST WAY
TO WORK WITH DOCUMENTS

A holistic solution for your Microsoft 365



OVERVIEW
MICROSOFT 365 ADD-ONS

Export all Teams  content 
regularly and permanently 
and store it audit-proof, in 
defined areas of your choice. 
Apply eDiscovery needs to 
comply with the necessary 
retention criteria. 

inPoint TOA

The CSE email archive 
solution is a flexible and 
transparent archiving product 
for MS Exchange Server. Over 
10 years of experience in 
email archiving are a 
guarantee for high security 
and reliability.

inPoint CSE

The Cloud Sync allows to link 
files from a MS Cloud source 
(SharePoint, OneDrive, Teams 
etc.) with a file in inPoint. The 
link is either made directly or 
as part of an automatic 
process.

inPoint CLOUD SYNC inPoint SYNC & 
inPoint OFFICE

In the applications of MS 
Office archiving of files can 
take place by the integration 
of the archive system, as a 
drive in Windows, directly by 
the function "Save as".

A total solution for your Microsoft 365 world - we offer complementary products such as inPoint CSE for email archiving, inPoint Office for MS Outlook, Word and 
Excel data integration, and inPoint Cloud Sync for your MS SharePoint Online and OneDrive archiving. With one goal - to keep the data not in Azure, but in the 
sovereignty of your company and connect it directly to your projects and customer files in a designated data room. 



ARCHITECTURE
MICROSOFT 365 ADD-ONS



01 CLIENT & PROJECT DATA ROOM 



inPoint
CLIENT & PROJECT DATA ROOM

OUR CLIENT & PROJECT DATA ROOM ENABLES YOU TO:

• Have a data room which is a secure long-term archive with retention time management

• Extend the data room with master data and documents to other applications 

• Grant access to external partners to the data room or client file via 2 factor authentication

• Continuously synchronise your MS Teams data & chats directly with your customer or project files  

• Have full control of your content in MS Teams of your customer or project file

• Keep the data not in Azure, but in the sovereignty of your company



inPoint FILE
CLIENT & PROJECT DATA ROOM



inPoint
CLIENT & PROJECT DATA ROOM



inPoint
CLIENT & PROJECT DATA ROOM WEB VIEW



02 inPoint TOA



inPoint TOA
TEAMS ONLINE ARCHIVE

DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR MICROSOFT TEAMS DATA AND CHATS ARE STORED IN M365 ?

We offer an innovative Cloud-Based solution for your organization!

inPoint Teams Online Archive offers compliant, secure archiving and management of your organizations Microsoft 
Teams communication and data transmission.

With inPoint TOA you have the possibility to export all Teams communication on a regular and permanent basis 
and thus store it in an audit-proof, original and complete manner in defined areas of your choice. It further allows 
you to analyse and utilize your content, apply eDiscovery needs and comply with the necessary retention criteria.

.



inPoint TOA
USE CASES

Capture and archive all internal and 
external communication & files.

Compliance with the archiving obligation 
with inPoint or other DMS systems.

JOURNAL ARCHIVING OF ALL 
COMMUNICATIONS

Export and archive completed projects.

Free your MS team from obsolete data 
that you can store externally due to 
regulations at low cost.

BRINGING SENSE AND ORDER 
INTO MS TEAMS

Capture and connect customer-related 
communication with your 
CRM/ECM/DMS.

Use eDiscovery functions to search 

CONNECT TEAMS COMMUNICATIONS 
TO CUSTOMER DATA



As a whole, inPoint Teams Online 
Archiving (TOA) provides a compliant 
and structured way to store and manage 
your Microsoft Teams communications 
in one central location. These features 
ensure compliance and lifecycle 
management for your Microsoft Teams.

inPoint TOA
TEAMS ONLINE MANAGEMENT



inPoint TOA
BASIC FEATURES

CAPTURE
All your Microsoft Teams conversations (single, group and channel communications, as well as files and content), are appropriately archived

ECM / DMS SYNC.
Periodic transfer and storage of Microsoft Teams messages in your ECM/DMS system

EXPORT (once-off & continuous)
You define when and where to. From a one-time export to continuous data synchronization

CENTRAL ADMIN AREA
Data areas worth archiving, from individual area selection to global archiving, are centrally managed

PUBLISHED PROFILES (continuous archiving)
You have total power over where you want your Microsoft Teams data to be exported to: Local File Storage, SharePoint Online, Azure File Share, inPoint, 
Open Data Protocol, Custom REST API, Database

RETENTION POLICIES
Retention policies allow organizations to monitor how long certain Microsoft Teams data needs to be retained



With inPoint:

inPoint TOA
ADVANCED FEATURES 

ENTERPRISE SEARCH
A user-friendly, systematic and comprehensive search for all your team content

COMPLIANCE ARCHIVE
Maintain unchanged information and store user data for future searches in the compliance archive

eDiscovery
eDiscovery features allow you to search, create, and manage data in an easy-to-use web interface throughout your organization



inPoint Teams Online Archiving (TOA) 
provides you with “subscriptions” that you 
can use to define which chats and 
channels from your Microsoft Teams 
environment should be archived.

inPoint TOA
ADMIN PANEL - SUBSCRIPTIONS

Subscriptions defines the 
scope of archiving. TOA will 
create a safe copy of your 
selected Teams data in 
your own Azure 
environment.



inPoint TOA
ADMIN PANEL SUBSCRIPTIONS

Manage your subscription by adjusting 
WHAT, HOW and WHEN to archive 
your data. 

Dropdown menus show a list of your 
channels and teams. You can archive 
all channels and chats or only selected 
ones.



inPoint TOA
EXPORT

WITH inPoint TOA WE PROVIDE A PERFECT SOLUTION FOR YOUR NEEDS:

• Data backups and transfer of Teams content in the event of a company split, sale, etc.

• Automatic or manual export of all Teams information for a project or a customer.

• Export Teams data to an ECM/DMS system 

• Central repository for all Teams data and related documents

• Common Store - a shared store for synchronising cross-client Teams areas in distributed organisations

• Journal archiving - a legally secure record of all content

• Enterprise search - a central efficient search in all Teams sources



Publishers allow you to export content 
from chats and channels to a location of 
your choice — with just a few clicks. The 
following export options are available to 
you:

• Azure FileShare

• OneDrive for Business

• SharePoint Online

inPoint TOA
EXPORT PUBLISHERS

TOA lets you export the 
archived data. In Publishers 
you can control your 
export locations, like 
SharePoint Online, 
OneDrive or Azure File 
Shares.



inPoint TOA
VIEW CHATS & CHANNELS IN SHAREPOINT



LONGTERM ARCHIVE & eDISCOVERY

The growing amount of communication that occurs in Microsoft Teams, requires additional and better regulations, especially in information-sensitive 
industries. We offer a solution that allows companies to capture their content and be able to search for it at a later stage.

• Capture content such as Messages, Files, Audio, Video or Screen Sharing Content

• Store information separately from the cloud: choose between on-premise storing or hosting in a Virtual Private Server (VPS)

• Conduct enterprise searches with parameters like Text, Time, Users, Labels, Topics, Keywords & other

• For GDPR purposes, remove user info from the database

• Integrate with existing eDiscovery Systems

• Export Teams data to an existing ECM/DMS system



CHATS, CHANNELS & DOCUMENTS
PRESENTED IN inPoint



DOCUMENTS & CHATS
OPEN IN inPoint



SEARCH FUNCTION IN inPoint
FULL-TEXT SEARCH



03 inPoint CSE



Because administrators rarely make 
changes to archive settings, an easy-to-
understand user interface is particularly 
important.
The ergonomic design in the MS Office 
look and feel meets this requirement to a 
particularly high degree. Creating and 
maintaining complex archiving jobs is 
easy, even for administrators with little 
experience.
The administrator selects the mailboxes 
and/or mailbox groups to be archived 
from the inPoint integrated Active 
Directory.

ARCHIVING FOR ALL 
REQUIREMENTS

Compliance Ruleset - Archiving of all 
emails on arrival at MS Exchange mail 
server (journal mailbox).

TIME MANAGEMENT

• when they reach a certain age
• exceed a certain size
• or are assigned to a certain message 

class 
• If archive folders are created in 

Outlook, the e-mails can manually be 
moved there by the user and are 
archived at certain times.

ARCHIVING RULES

inPoint CSE
E-MAIL ARCHIVING



With the inPoint Single Instance Storage 
(SIS) method duplicates of documents 
that are sent to multiple users are 
automatically removed.
The result is more free storage space and 
higher stability of the Microsoft Exchange 
Server, as unnecessary data traffic is 
avoided.

SIS SINGLE INSTANCE STORE

The Lifecycle Management feature allows 
retention categories to be created for
individual messages, mailboxes or 
distribution groups. Emails are
then moved to inexpensive long-term 
storage facilities at the specified time and 
can and can also be deleted once the 
retention period has expired.

LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

With email archiving, users in MS Outlook 
have the option to search the archive. The 
full text search also extends to 
attachments.

E-MAIL ARCHIVE ACCES

inPoint CSE
E-MAIL ARCHIVING



inPoint CSE
E-MAIL ARCHIVING



04 inPoint CLOUD SYNC



inPoint CLOUD SYNC
INTEGRATION WITH MS CLOUD SOURCES

inPoint CLOUD SYNC

The Cloud Sync allows to link files from a MS Cloud source (SharePoint, OneDrive, Teams etc.) with a file in inPoint. If a user creates or changes a file, e.g. in 
his OneDrive directory, this file is also made available in the inPoint file. Changes are always versioned and displayed to the user via the proven inPoint
function of versioning. If the user now wants to change the file that was created in the MS Cloud source in inPoint, MS 365 is called up when it is opened 
and the file is opened online in the respective program. A change is thus possible in both directions.

The link between the MS Cloud source and the inPoint file is made either directly by the authorized user or as part of an automatic process (e.g., triggered 
from the inPoint customer file when a channel is created for a team, etc.).



inPoint CLOUD SYNC
OneDrive



05 inPoint SYNC & inPoint OFFICE



MICROSOFT FILE EXPLORER

Through inPoint Sync the archive is integrated as a drive in Windows and 
can then be used like a regular storage path on a FileServer. Documents can 
thus be stored in the archive from any application by using the integrated 
"Save as" function. No special plug-ins are required that have to be 
programmed for the individual applications. This allows the third party 
applications to be updated without risking compatibility with inPoint.

inPoint SYNC
INTEGRATION WITH FILE EXPLORER



MICROSOFT WORD, EXCEL and OUTLOOK

The inPoint document management software is deeply integrated into the Microsoft world. 

In the applications of MS Office an archiving of files can take place by the integration of the archive system, as a drive in Windows, directly by the function 
"Save as". By the Plug-In inPoint Office an additional symbol inPoint symbol is indicated in the menu bar, whereby access to a special filing window is given. 
In this window, the individual folders of the archive system can be accessed through a tree structure. Alternatively, a search for the correct storage location 
is also possible. In the case of a customer file, for example, the name or a customer number could be searched for. The exact search options depend on the 
stored document classes and index values and are therefore partly customer-specific.

inPoint OFFICE
INTEGRATION WITH OUTLOOK, EXCEL, WORD



H&S Heilig und Schubert Software AG
Wagenseilgasse 14, 3.OG, AT 1120 Wien 
T: +43 1 21555-0

H&S Heilig und Schubert InformationsManagement GmbH
Bahnhofstraße 2, DE 90402 Nürnberg
T: +49 911 990980-0

www.hs-soft.com
info@hs-soft.com
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